767TH SQUADRON OPERATIONS OFFICERS (L TO R) KOLLENBORN, LT. TALLANT, LT. FRANKLIN, CAPT. DICKINSON, CAPT. MCQUILLAN, MAJ. BURKE, CAPT. WORD, LT. DAHLANDER, CAPT. BOCK, CAPT. HOWEMANN

DAVID P. MCQUILLAN (L) CONGRATULATES LT. FAHERTY (R) UPON RECEIPT OF THE DFC. MCQUILLAN WEARS HIS NEWLY WON DFC ALSO.

PHOTO OF THE 767TH BAMBOO ROOM, SHOWN L TO R DUGLAS, UNKNOWN, COLES, RAWLS, AND PRUITT STANDING BEFORE THE BAR.

NCO'S OF THE SQUADRON MESS PREPARING THANKSGIVING DAY MEAL, 1944 TORRETTA (767TH SQ.)

COL. LEE (L-H) C.O. 49TH WING AWARDS THE SILVER STAR TO DAVID P. MCQUILLAN 767TH SQ. THIS WAS THE FIRST SILVER STAR TO BE GIVEN TO THE 461ST B.G. COL. LEE WAS LATER PROMOTED TO GENERAL.

DOC SULLIVAN “SWEATING OUT” THE BOYS COMING BACK FROM A MISSION, APRIL 1944